Rotating machinery produces vibrations depending upon the design of the rotor systems as well as any faults or uncertainties in the machine that can increase the vibrations of such systems. This study illustrates the effectiveness of using surrogate modeling based on kriging in order to predict the vibrational behavior (i.e., the critical speeds and the vibration amplitudes) of a complex flexible rotor in the presence of uncertainties. The basic idea of kriging is to predict unknown values of a function by using a small size set of known data. The kriging estimation is based on a weighted average of the known values of the function in the neighborhood of the point for which the value of the function has to be calculated. The crucial dependence of a kriging predictor versus the correlation functions and different orders will be illustrated. This paper also shows that reducing the number of samples required to have predictive models can be achieved by performing an initial understanding of the mechanical system of interest and by considering certain characteristics directly deriving from the physics of the problem studied.
Introduction
Rotating machinery, which generally consists of a mechanical assembly that has rotating structures (i.e., rotors) and one or more supporting structures (i.e., stators), is an important element in many structures of engineering applications. Rotor dynamics is a specialized branch of applied mechanics concerned with the behavior and diagnosis of rotating structures. It is commonly used to analyze the behavior of structures ranging from jet engines and steam turbines to autoengines and computer disk storage. If this aspect is ignored, it might result in loss of the equipment, excessive wear and tear on the machinery, catastrophic breakage beyond repair, or even human injury and loss of lives. In order to avoid catastrophic breakage beyond repair of rotating machinery or even human injury, numerical simulations and advanced strategies must be developed to predict all the possible dynamic behaviors in a predefined design of interest including potential uncertainties on physical parameters. The objective here should be to avoid operations that are close to the critical and pass safely through them when in acceleration or deceleration. In order to improve the safety and efficiency of such rotating systems, a specific and sometimes complex design process has to be performed [1] [2] [3] .
Vibration behavior of rotating structures due to imbalance is one of the main aspects of rotating machinery which must be studied in detail and considered while designing. For instance, as the speed of rotation increases, vibrations may appear and the amplitude of vibration often passes through a maximum that is called a critical speed. This may result in machine failure due to the generation of excessive vibrations. Other aspects such as instability or other faults [4] (such as misalignment, bow, and asymmetric shaft) can be important issues to consider as well in order to avoid worst design. In the case of rotating systems composed of several rotating discs, the observed dynamic behavior is not always easily intuitive. For example, forward and backward critical speeds decrease and increase, respectively, with the gyroscopic stiffening effect of each rotating disc. So it generally requires many calculations to achieve a good design. Moreover the real dynamics of rotating machinery is sometimes difficult to model theoretically. Indeed, during a phase of preliminary design, many physical parameters can have a significant influence on the vibration response. For example, some parameters may vary throughout the life of a rotating machinery or some uncertainties have to be taken into account during the manufacturing monitoring. All these facts can drastically affect the vibration responses of a rotor system (see, e.g., [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] ). And therefore it complicates the approach to be put in place in order to propose a robust design. Also, due to the complexity of the systems studied and the presence of uncertainties, it is generally quite difficult to deal with all possible cases in the design space. So the chief concern of engineers who design large rotors is to be able to predict the dynamic behavior of rotating machinery with a low computational cost (i.e., a reduced number of calculations). Thus the crucial objective is to establish the best dynamic performance in a chosen design space and in the presence of uncertainties. This study is then dedicated to the prediction of dynamic properties of a rotor system under parameter uncertainty. In fact the related variability characterized by first-and second-order moments is required for the defining of suitable strategies for robust design of rotor systems. For instance, strategies based on Tagushi rules use variance-to-mean ratio whereas others use a mathematical programming approach; for example, this approach minimizes the mean while keeping the standard deviation below a prespecified threshold [14] .
In order to considerably reduce the number of calculations, various strategies based on surrogate models have been developed. More specifically kriging formalism and advanced and recent concepts [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] have been used successfully for different branches of applied mechanics. The basic concept is to replace any complex model by a suitable surrogate model which offers a compromise between the accuracy of its predictions and the cost related to its implementation. So this surrogate model approximates a parameter-dependent function by using a small number of parameter samples generated according to a predefined experimental design. Of course the accuracy of the surrogate depends on the number and location of samples in the design space of interest and these surrogate models are characterized by some tuning parameters (such as the order of the regression model and the spatial correlation function) that control their accuracy.
The main objective of the present study is to illustrate the efficiency of using kriging surrogate model to accurately predict the dynamic behavior (i.e., the critical speeds as well as the maximum vibrational amplitudes) of a flexible rotor with multiple uncertainties. A second goal is to show the usefulness of considering certain physical properties of the problem in order to reduce the number of samples required to achieve relevant kriging models. The paper is organized as follows: first the finite-element model of the flexible rotor under study is presented. Secondly kriging based modeling is described and discussed. Finally the method is applied to the rotor example. Numerical results in the case of multiple uncertainties are presented and commented on. The issue of computation time and major drawbacks of the proposed strategy are also addressed.
Rotor System
The flexible rotor under study is shown in Figure 1 (a). This rotor system is composed of a shaft with four discs. It is supported at the ends by bearings.
Shaft Elements.
The shaft is discretized into 10 Euler beam finite elements with circular cross-sections. Each beam finite element has four degrees of freedom at each node (two lateral displacements and two rotations, the axial and Outer radius of 3rd the disk 0.1875 m ℎ 3 Thickness of the 3rd disk 22.5 mm
4
Outer radius of 4th the disk 0.125 m ℎ 4 Thickness of 4th the disk 37.5 mm Young's modulus of elasticity 2.1 10 11 N⋅m
−2
Density 7800 kg⋅m
Mass unbalance for 1st disk 0.01 kg Eccentricity of the mass unbalance for the 1st disk 0.01 m torsional degrees of freedom being not considered). The nodal displacement vectors for the th shaft element defined as
in fixed frame are given in Figure 1 (b). The equation of motion for the th beam finite element can be written in the following form:
where the superscript refers to the shaft. M , and M , are the translational and rotary mass matrices of the shaft element. C , , G , , and K , are the external damping and gyroscopic and stiffness matrices, respectively. W , represents the gravity contribution. is the rotational speed of the shaft. The shaft is 1 m long and 0.04 m in diameter. The shaft is made of steel with Young's modulus of elasticity = 2 10
11 N⋅m −2 and the density = 7800 kg⋅m −3 . Table 1 lists the shaft properties.
Disk Elements.
Each disk is modeled as a rigid disk. The equation of motion for the th disc finite element can be written in the following form:
where the superscript refers to the disk. Table 2 lists the disks properties.
Bearing Supports.
The two bearing supports are added at each end of the flexible rotor. For simplicity the combined support and bearing elements of the shaft are modeled as twomode linear elastic spring elements. The elementary stiffness matrices are denoted by K ,1 and K ,2 for the first and second bearing supports, respectively.
Out-of-Balance Forces.
Generally the most significant lateral forces are caused by an imperfect distribution of mass in the rotor system which can be considered as one of the most common faults in a rotor problem. Unbalance appears when the centre of mass of a disc (or a shaft element) is out of alignment with the centre of rotation of the rotor system. This force that is generated when the rotor spins about its equilibrium is called out-of-balance force. It gives to the rotor a wobbling movement characteristic of vibration of rotating machinery. It can be usually modeled by an eccentric mass on a disc (or on the shaft). Considering the degrees of freedom for the second case). The values of the physical parameters used correspond to those previously indicated in Section 2. It is recalled that the coincidence of an excitation frequency with a resonance frequency of the rotor system corresponds to the critical speeds. In other words, this indicates the rotational speeds of the rotor for which large synchronous responses occur. In the present study, four backward and forward critical speeds are present in the rotor speed range of interest. We recall that the terms "backward" and "forward" refer to the whirling motion of the rotor that can be in the same direction as the shafts rotation ("forward whirl") or in the opposite direction ("backward whirl"). The th backward and forward critical speeds (i.e., the backward whirl and forward whirl modes) diverge as the rotor speed increases (see Figure 2 ). In the following sections, we investigate the potential of kriging based models to be efficiently considered as representative descriptions of the dynamic behavior of the rotor system. For this, we will seek to predict the four backward and forward critical speeds as well as the associated vibration amplitudes according to two deterministic parameters (i.e., the vertical and horizontal bearing support of the second support ,2 V and ,2 ℎ ) and in the presence of uncertainties for seven other selected parameters: the independent thicknesses of the four disks, Young's modulus of the rotor shaft, and the vertical and horizontal bearing support of the first support. Variability intervals of these seven input parameters are indicated in Table 3 . For the proposed study, the deterministic parameters ,2 ℎ ), uncertainties according to the seven other parameters will be taken into account.
For the reader's understanding, the explicit functions of the th backward and forward critical speeds relative to the two deterministic parameters , , ,1 correspond to the uniform probability density functions associated with the uncertainties of the seven selected parameters. If the users have information about the most likely values of the uncertain parameters, then these users may specify nonuniform probability density functions with the most likely values.
Similarly, the explicit functions of the associated maximal amplitudes for the rotor system (i.e., the maximum amplitude of the rotor system at the backward and forward critical speeds) are defined as , , ,1
where ℎ,backward and V,backward ( ℎ,forward and V,forward , resp.) refer to the maximum amplitudes on the horizontal and vertical directions for the th backward critical speeds (the th forward critical speeds, resp.). In the following, these explicit functions will be noted CS backward , CS forward , backward , and forward (for = 1, . . . , 4) in order to simplify the notations in the paper.
Kriging Metamodeling.
The main idea with kriging based metamodeling is related to the possibility of estimating unknown values of a function by using a small size set of input/output data previously generated from a predefined experiment design [15] . The key principle consists in the exploiting of the spatial correlations between the function values to correct the average behavior of the function described by a regression model. For a more general description of the kriging formalism, the associated metamodeling method will be presented in the sequel by considering a parameter-dependent output (p), where may represent one of the maximum amplitudes, the backward or forward critical speeds defined previously while p ∈ R is a parameter vector which will refer to the vertical and horizontal bearing support ℎ (hence = 2). Different kriging models dedicated to each one of the outputs are performed. It may be mentioned that may also represent multiple outputs (e.g., multiple responses of the maximum amplitudes or/and the critical speeds). However, multivariate kriging is more complicated and may result in inferior predictions because additional kriging parameters must be estimated (for more details see [14] ).
Based on the kriging theory, the parameter-dependent output (p) can be metamodeled as follows:
The latter expression is obtained by juxtaposing two mathematical objects. The first one consists in a linear combination of polynomial functions h (for = 1, . . . , ) defining a regression with a predetermined order. The second object designated by Z(⋅) is a realization of a Gaussian process which is assumed to be with a zero-mean value and a covariance function given by
where E[⋅] denotes the expectation operator. The covariance function (9) is characterized by both 2 and R which define the process variance and the spatial correlation function, respectively. The latter which is a monotone function within [0, 1] measures how any two points x and p in the design space are spatially close to each other. It is defined by
where ∈ R denotes an -dimensional vector with scaling parameters.
The following parameters have to be determined to completely define a kriging predictor: the parameter vectors and plus the scalar 2 . The obtaining of those parameters requires some preliminary choices, namely, the order of the regression model, the spatial correlation function, and the experiment design. The optimal choices are not obvious to determine. However, the nature of the function to be approximated in terms of its smoothness and nonlinearity can guide the users. Concerning the spatial correlation functions, numerous types exist. Some of them are given in Table 4 . 
As mentioned previously, defining a kriging predictor requires , 2 , and to be determined. For this aim, an input/output of the simulation model is required. The latter is generated according to a predefined experiment design such as a Latin Hypercube sampling. The latter is used in this paper. So, by considering the input parameter vector (p 1 , . . . , p ) and the associated output vector Y = ( 1 , . . . , ), the kriging parameters can be calculated as follows.
First, the parameter vector is given by the solution of the following optimization problem:
where R is a ( × ) correlation matrix with entries defined by = R( , p ( ) , p ( ) ) and | ⋅ | denotes the determinant of a matrix.
The optimal regression parameter * is given by
as the optimal solution to the following classical least square problem:
where H is a ( × ) matrix whose entries are given by H = h (p ( ) ). The variance process 2 can then be estimated through
All parameters being determined, the kriging predictor is completely defined and then can be written as follows:
where ℎ in the design interval of interest (i.e., these inputs are deterministic because they are assumed to be controlled by the users) and seven random inputs with uniform distributions (i.e., these inputs are not controlled by the users but are given by the environment of the rotor system, as seen in Table 3 ). For the reference solutions we examine 100 × 100 combinations of the two deterministic inputs by sampling the two-dimensional space parameter ( ℎ ) the mean and the variance of the four backward and forward critical speeds as well as the associated vibration amplitudes are estimated. These moments are determined by using the classical formula for the mean value and variance given by
where is the number of samples for each combination of the two decision variables Regarding the evolution of amplitudes, the observed behavior is generally more complex with an increase or decrease of the mean and variance for each critical speed with increasing of each parameter . Finally, it is also observed that the evolution of the mean amplitudes of the asymmetric rotor can be difficult to predict intuitively (see, e.g., the evolutions of the maximum amplitudes for the second forward critical speeds in Figure 5 (d)). Furthermore, the uncertainties introduced induce a nonnegligible variability on the maximum magnitudes of rotor response at each critical speed, as indicated in Figure 6 . More or less complex In conclusion, these results will serve as reference solutions for the validation of the kriging surrogate model. The objective being to be able to reproduce all the previously described evolutions concerning the mean and the variance of the four backward and forward critical speeds as well as the associated vibration amplitudes.
As mentioned previously, reference solutions are performed by considering 100 × 100 combinations of these two deterministic inputs ,2 V and ,2 ℎ ) with 10000 samples for each combination. This leads to a total of 10 8 calculations for the reference solutions. It can be noted that this number of calculations is prohibitive from a practical point of view. So the basic idea is to be able to drastically reduce this number of samples of the two controllable deterministic inputs ℎ by creating continuous surfaces from a predefined set of points. In other words, we will seek to predict the value at the point where the value is unknown by using an interpolation method (and by considering the values at a predefined set of sample points). In the following we will propose using a kriging method that allows the prediction of a variable of interest at a location where it has not been calculated, by taking some form of weighted average of the values at surrounding points.
In conclusion, these results will serve as reference solutions for the validation of the kriging surrogate model. The objective being to be able to reproduce all the previously described evolutions concerning the mean and the variance of the four backward and forward critical speeds as well as the associated vibration amplitudes.
Kriging Based Predictions.
In this subsection kriging models are used to estimate the referential maps of the four backward and forward critical speeds (shown in Figures  3 and 4 for the reference model). In this perspective, the DACE software presented in [21] is exploited. Otherwise, there exist numerous other software packages that may be used for the same aim. Results are not necessarily the same. A comparative study of several software packages defined for kriging metamodeling can be found in [22] .
As mentioned previously, the construction of a kriging predictor requires preliminary choices of the regression order, the spatial correlation function, and the size of the experiment design. Hence, a study of the influence of these parameters on the accuracy of kriging based predictions of critical speeds CS backward and CS forward and the vibration amplitudes backward and forward is performed. In a first step, one random experiment design with = 600 is fixed and the influence of the regression order and the spatial correlation function is analyzed. In a second step, the regression order and the spatial correlation function are fixed while the size of the experiment design is varied to observe the influence of the size of the experiment design.
Prediction of Critical Speeds
and . With a random plan of size = 600, the mean values and variances of the critical speeds CS backward and CS forward and the vibration amplitudes backward and forward are estimated against ( ,2 V , ,2 ℎ ) through kriging metamodels considering zero-, first-, and second-order regressions and the linear, Gaussian, exponential, and cubic correlation functions.
The maximum and mean of the relative errors which are defined by error Max and error Mean (for both the mean and variance of each backward or forward critical speed) between the kriging metamodels and the reference model are given by
where X ref corresponds to the previous reference results. X krig are the results of the metamodel prediction value. defines the number of points in the design space (here = 100 * 100 as previously indicated in Section 3.3). It may be worth mentioning that each previous criterion error
Max or error Mean returns one unique value each for all the design space.
Finally the accuracy of the metamodels is compared by using relative generalization error [23] , which is defined as
where var denotes the variance. As for the two previous criteria, the relative generalization error error returns one unique value in the design space according to the variable of interest (i.e., one is interested on the calculation of the mean or variance of a given critical speed in the present study). In several cases, the size of the design experiment is determined by 10 times the number of the considered parameters [24] . In this study, was fixed in such a way that the mean relative errors corresponding to the predicted critical speeds and amplitudes do not exceed a predefined error level (1% in our study).
Results of the two criteria error Max and error Mean for the mean and variance on the design space are given in Tables  5 and 6 for all the estimated critical speeds, respectively. Tables 7 and 8 give the associated relative generalization error. The values marked in bold (in underlines, resp.) correspond to the minimum (the maximum, resp.) of the error values for each criterion (for a given critical speed and a given regression order) in order to visualize the best (the worst, resp.) spatial correlation functions to predict the desired quantities with kriging models. The values marked in italic bold correspond to the best metamodel. So it indicates the best spatial correlation functions and regression order in order to predict the mean and variance of each critical speed. In this part of the paper illustrations of the maps, which are obtained by using the best kriging metamodels, are not given because they are very similar to the results displayed previously for the reference calculations.
First, if some marginal cases are excluded, it can also be noted that, whatever the selected kriging patterns, satisfactory results are generally observed for all the three criteria Max , error Mean , and error . It also appears that the best kriging model (in terms of the prediction of the mean and variance of the critical speeds) is not always associated with the same regression order or the same correlation functions. These results illustrate the difficulty of prior choices of both the regression order and the spatial correlation function for a mechanical system. However, it is shown that the best kriging model is generally obtained with the Gaussian correlation function and the second-order regression. In practice the users may try different kriging metamodels (if these metamodels require much less computer time than the simulation code) and select the metamodel that gives best results for a separate (small) test set of inputs.
Similarly it appears that, according to the criterion chosen (error Max , error Mean , or error ), the best kriging model identified for a given output data to be predicted (i.e., a specific critical speed and according to the choice between its means or variances) is not necessarily the same. Moreover, it is also clearly shown that all the values of the maximum and mean of error Max , error Mean , or error are not necessarily of the same order of magnitude according to the critical speeds considered. For example, a maximum relative error error forward . All these facts show that the definition of relevant criteria for a given mechanical system and the selection of the output data to be predicted play an important role in the construction of a kriging model.
In conclusion the efficiency of the proposed kriging approach for the estimation of the four backward and forward critical speeds of the rotor system in presence of uncertainties is validated through the use of three different criteria.
Discussion on Exploiting the Symmetry Property of the Problem Addressed.
In the previous section, the number of samples used for the calculation of all the kriging predictors has been chosen as equal to = 600. It may be noted that this number is not optimal due to the fact that is not necessarily the same to ensure the same accuracy for the predictions of the mean values and variances of the critical speeds. In the previous section, this number has been chosen to have an error error Mean of less than 1% for both the mean and the variance of all the critical speeds of interest.
Even if a convergence study with respect to for each function needed to be approximated is not the objective of this study (which, for recall, aims to show the possibility of exploiting kriging metamodeling in the analysis of rotor dynamics), it can be said that the necessary number of samples will be smaller if the map to be approximated by the kriging model will have a simple evolution in terms of the parameters considered. This requires an a priori knowledge of the more or less complex evolutions of the quantities processed.
So, in the following, a specific study on the influence of the number of samples will be conducted in conjunction with a specific property of the system to drastically reduce the number of samples to be considered. Indeed it can be noted that the size of the experiment design can be drastically reduced by exploiting the physics of the problem. More particularly, exploiting the property of symmetry of the rotor system (between the horizontal and vertical directions ,2 ℎ and ,2 V ) may allow reducing the size of the experiment design, and the input combinations (design points) within that design, without decreasing the accuracy of the corresponding kriging predictions. First, the main idea is to divide the design space according to the identified symmetry property and then to generate an experiment design within the reduced design space. Kriging metamodels are then used to mimic the functions within the new design spaces. To illustrate this on the proposed rotor system, the previous design space ( These three cases of study will enable us to test the performance associated with taking into account the property of symmetry and also to examine the convergence according to number of samples. As previously explained a convergence study with respect to for each of the critical speeds has to be performed in order to optimize the number of points required for accurate approximation. However the objective of the present part of the study is only to illustrate the potential of including thoughtful choices in the kriging simulation.
It turns that exploiting the symmetry property enhances the accuracies of kriging predictions of the mean values and the variances of the critical speeds observed previously with = 600. For example, the maximum errors of the three criteria error
Max , error Mean , and error by considering the best kriging models are given in Table 9 for the previous case (Section 3.4) and the three cases dealt with in this part of the paper. It is shown that the best kriging metamodel with only 120 samples and by using the symmetry property gives better results for most of the tested criteria than the best kriging metamodel without considering the symmetry property. Thus it is possible to considerably reduce the number of samples required to have predictive models if one is able to employ certain characteristics directly deriving from the physics of the mechanical system studied.
Furthermore, by comparing the results of the three cases, it is clearly shown that increasing the number of samples significantly improves predictions of kriging models. To illustrate this, Table 9 summarizes the maximum value of each criterion of error Max , error Mean , and error for the prediction of the mean and variance of all the critical speeds.
For the interested reader, Appendix A gives all the calculations of the three criteria error Max , error Mean , and error for different regression orders and correlation functions. A detailed analysis of all these results leads to the following conclusions:
(i) Kriging metamodeling is a valuable tool to provide valuable approximate results in the field of rotordynamics. It is very interesting for practical mechanical problems where limited outputs data is available (due to expensive simulation codes).
(ii) The best kriging metamodel, for the prediction of the mean or the variance of a given critical speed, does not necessarily correspond to a specific correlation function or regression order. However, for the problem under study, it may be noted that the Gaussian correlation function and the second-order regression often correspond to the best compromise to obtain the most accurate kriging model versus all the criteria tested.
(iii) The necessary number of samples to reach a minimum according to a given criterion is not identical for each critical speed. In conclusion, even if the choices of the correlation function and the regression order are crucial for an accurate kriging predictor, it is demonstrated that a drastic reduction in the number of samples necessary for a correct prediction of all the critical speeds of the rotor system is possible.
Prediction of the Vibration Amplitudes
and . The same study is performed for the estimation of the vibration amplitudes backward and forward by using kriging metamodels without considering the symmetry property. Indeed, the properties of symmetry on results of the vibratory responses are no longer valid due to the presence of gravity. Moreover, only the generalized error criterion error , which is defined in (18) , can be used in a robust manner. Indeed, vibratory responses of very small amplitudes for certain configurations (i.e., the choice of parameters ,2 V and ,2 ℎ ) can generate very high error levels (the two criteria error Max and error Mean are then maximized because of a division by a quantity close to zero).
Results of the relatively generalized errors for the mean and variance on the design space are given in Tables 10  and 11 for the prediction of all the vibration amplitudes backward and forward (for = 1, . . . , 4). We recall that the values marked in bold (in underlines, resp.) correspond to the best (the worst) metamodel for a given regression order. As said previously, results show that the choice of spatial correlation functions and regression orders can affect efficiency of kriging metamodeling. Similarly, the best spatial correlation function and the best regression order are not necessarily identical for each of the vibration amplitudes (i.e., backward and forward for = 1, . . . , 4). Moreover, for a given vibration amplitude, the best spatial correlation function and regression order for the mean value are not necessarily those which will also make it possible to minimize the error of the variance. This shows the difficulty of choosing a priori the best spatial correlation function and the best regression order for the prediction of the maximal amplitudes of a rotor system. However it can be noted that a cubic correlation with a second-order regression works well in most cases.
For the interested reader and for a better visualization of the results that can be obtained via kriging metamodeling, Appendix B gives the best predicted maps of mean and variance of the maximal vibration amplitudes associated with the four backward and forward critical speeds.
Finally, it can be concluded that the best kriging metamodeling (i.e., the best prediction based on the relative generalization error error ; see the italic bold number for each amplitude in Tables 10 and 11 ) gives a very reliable approximation of the reference solution by performing a minimum number of calculations.
Conclusion
This study describes the use of a kriging based model in a rotordynamic problem. The efficiency of the proposed strategy has been tested successfully for a finite-element rotor model in the case of multiple uncertain parameters. It is shown that the methodology returns very accurate results for both the critical speeds and the maximum vibrational amplitudes even in the case of complex evolutions of the dynamical behavior of the rotor system. The use of kriging surrogate model has also a great efficiency in terms of the number of calculations needed. It was also illustrated that it is potentially possible to reduce the number of samples required to have predictive models by using some physical properties of the mechanical problem under study.
Indeed, whatever the choice of the correlation function and the choice of the regression order, the use of kriging predictor allows a drastic reduction in the number of samples necessary for estimating all the possible dynamic behaviors in a predefined design of interest including potential uncertainties on physical parameters.
From a practical point of view, the definition of relevant criteria and the nature of the output data to be predicted in connection with an initial understanding of the dynamic behavior of the mechanical system of interest have to be considered as the first step for an effective use of kriging approach. Even if it can be difficult to select the order and the correlation function for a specific simulation response, it is observed that in our problem under study the combination of a Gaussian correlation with a second-order regression (a cubic correlation with a second-order regression, respectively) works well in most cases for the prediction of all the critical speeds (all the maximum amplitudes, resp.).
Finally, the numerical results on the prediction of critical speeds and vibration amplitudes also illustrate the fact that uncertainties have to be taken into account for proper robust designs of rotating machinery. Tables 12 and 13 give results of the two criteria error
Max and error
Mean associated with the kriging based estimations of the mean values and variances of the forward and backward critical speeds against the regression order and the correlation function for Case 1. The associated relative generalization errors are also given in Tables 14 and 15 . Results for Case 2 (Case 3, resp.) are given in Tables 16, 17, 18, and 19 (in Tables  20, 21 , 22, and 23, resp.).
The values marked in bold (in underline, resp.) correspond to the minimum (the maximum, resp.) of the error values for each criterion (for a given critical speed and a given regression order). The values marked in italic bold correspond to the best kriging metamodels for a given critical speed.
B. Visualization of the Best Predicted Maps for the Maximal Vibration Amplitudes
Figures 7 and 8 give the best predicted maps of mean and variance of the maximal vibration amplitudes associated with the four backward and forward critical speeds. The best kriging metamodeling is defined by the best prediction based on the relative generalization error error (see the italic bold number for each amplitude in Tables  10 and 11 ). 
Complexity
These results have to be compared with the reference maps given in Figures 5 and 6 . It is clearly shown that the evolution of the mean and the variance of the four backward and forward vibration amplitudes are very close to the reference calculations.
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